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Synthesis procedures for driving-point f~~ctions and 
transfer functions in the 't'T plane are developed in this 
thesis. For driving-point functions and transfer 
functions 't-Jhich are sint;le-valued in s, 't'There s is the 
complex frequency variable, the synthesis procedures were 
derived from the extension of the O'Shea's trasformation. 
For the transfer functions vrhich satisfy the stability 
theorem in the w plane, a synthesis procedure is developed 
by using a distributed-lag element (DL) or a uniform 
distributed RC (UDRC) network with matched terminations. 
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A. Purpose of Thesis 
Synthesis of uniformly distributed RC driving-point 
functions based on Richards' transformation (1) and O'Shea's 
transformation (2) are restricted to certain kinds of 
networlcs with single-valued functions of s, in which s is 
the complex frequency variable. Extentions to the transfer-
function synthesis of uniformly distributed RC net~rorks are 
also restricted to certain kinds of net~rorks it-Ti th single-
valued functions of s (3). 
This paper presents procedures of synthesis for more 
general functions based on •the frequency variable w = e a[S 
in which a is a constant. 
A series of frequency responses are computer-plotted 
for various pole locations it-Ti thin the it-T-plane region of 
bounded input-bounded output stability (4). These curves 
can be used to obtain the optimum pole locations for 
synthesis and design requirements. 
B. Reviei'T of the Literature 
Other articles dealing with distributed network 
synthesis have been published: 
3ichard presented a frequency transformation, 
S(s) = tanh ( as I 2 ) = 
eas - 1 
as 1 e + 
and Tachibana used a variation of Richard's transformation: 
A. = tanh a/s, 
't'rhere a = }rcd2 = .fiC = a constant, 
to synthesize distributed RC networks. 
O'Shea presented another frequency transformation, 
P = cosh a/S. 
After the tt·ro-port open-circuit impedance parameters of a 
uniformly distributed RC nehrork have been multiplied by 
a[S sinh a{S, w·e e;et rational impedance parameters in the 
P plane: 
Bourquin presented a third frequency transformation, 
w = eaJS, 
in discussing the stability of a class of lumped-
distributed systems (4). 
c. Hodel of a Uniform Distributed RC Network 
Physically, the general form of a uniformly 
distributed neti'Tork is shol'm in Figure 1-1 (a). Symbo-
lically, the uniformly distributed network is represented 
by Figure 1-1 (b) , i'There the straight line under R 
indicates a uniformly distributed RC network. 
The tl'ro-port open-circuit impedance parameters and 









b CONDUCTIVE LAYER - d 
(a) Line structure 
- a ••---------· A A. A. "----------• vvvv· o c 
(b) Symbol 
Figure 1-1: Structure and Symbol for the uniform RC line. 
fzl = 
[z] = 
_lL coth aJS H csch a.JS 
a.[S a.JS 
..1L csch ·ajS R coth a.JS 
a{S a.JS 
a/:" coth a JS -a R;s:· csch a .JS 
-§:.JF csch a Js 
R 





II. SINGLE-VALUED FUKCTION SYNTHESIS 
A. Single-valued Drivin~-point Function Synthesis of 
l1Tetworks Having a Prescribed Function 
A theorem developed by O'Shea states (2): 
A necessary and sufficient condition that a function Z(s) 
be the driving-point impedance function of a network 
composed of uniform RC lines of the type sho~m in Figure 
1-1 is that Z(s) consist of a real rational f~~ction of P, 
E+l 





K is a positive number,~ultiplied by 
1 
/sRC sinh -/SRc · 
(2-1) 
The poles and zeros of Z(P) have the following properties: 
1) The poles and zeros are simple and are interlaced 
along the real axis of the P plane. 
2) The most negative and most positive critical 
points are zeros. 
5 
J) All of the poles and zeros are less than, or equal 
to, one in magnitude. 
As an extension of this theorem, a theorem in the 
~T plane can be established. 
Theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition that a 
function Z(s) be the driving-point impedance function of 
a net1-rork composed of uniform RC lines of the type shown 
in Figure 1-1 is that Z(s) consist of a real rational 
6 
function of w, 
N-t! 2 
2 biW + 1) Z(w) K J!; (w + (2-2) = 
w N (w2 + 2 bjl-1 + 1) • -~1 
K is a positive numbe~ multiplied by w I CJs R C (w2 - 1)) 
The poles and zeros of w Z(w) are simple and are interlaced 
along the unit circle centered at origin in the w plane, 
except_f'.or the critical points nearest or on the (w=) + 1 
points which are zeros. 
Proof: 
First, the necessity will be demonstrated. O'Shea's 
realizability conditions are illustrated in Figure 2-1 (a). 
For each real P, 
P = cosh a(S w + .L - ---.u.W_ 2 ' 
w = p ± j I 1 - p2 : 




indicating the conjugate points on the ~~it circle centered 
at origin in the l'T plane, as shown in Figure 2-1 (b). 
In the P plane, the most negative and most positive 
points are zeros. By equation (2-4) the real part of w 
is equal to P. This proves that the critical points 
nearest or on the (w=)± 1 points are zeros. 
Next the sufficiency ~'Till be demonstrated• From the 
above theorem, it is seen that a physically realizab~e 
netl'rorl~ comprised of U:-=lC netl'rorks 'Ni th equal HC products 




(~) Points defined in the P plane 
w plane 
(b) Happed into the \'r plane 
Figure 2-1: Five points defined in the P plane and how 
they map into the w plane. 
7 
(2-6) 
ll-rhere K > 0 and 
(2-7) 
The procedure is to use a partial-fraction expansion of 
2"tt-1 2 ( z 1 ) Z ('t-r) as follmrs: l-1 -
2w 2 2 21c1w 2k2't'T f 2hjw 
<w -1) Z(w) = (w-1)2 + (w+l)Z + j=l w2-2Pjw+l (2- 8 ) 
or 
Z(w) = kl{'t·r+l)2 + k2(~r+l)2 + f h~ (l-12-1)2 
2w 2w j:::l 2'N'('t'1 -2PjW+l) • (2-9) 
The constants k1 , k2 , h1 , h2 , ••••• hN are always 
nonnegative, and the realization for each term of Z(w) is 
always possible. 
Consider k1 : 
2 2 
kl = ((w-1) )( 2w) Z(w) 
2w w2-1 w=l 
2(w2-2z w+l) ••••• (w2-2z w+l) 
= K (w+l) 2 ('t·r2-2Pp1+l) ••••• (w2-2PNw+1) 
= K ( 1-ZJ ). •••• ( 1-Z:·I ±1 ) 
(l-P1) ••••• (1-PN) • 
However, Zi ~ 1, i = 1,2, . . . . . . . ' N+1 
Pi ~1, i = 1,2, ••••••• , N; 
hence, k 1 ~ o. 
Now consider hj: 
~r2-2P w+1 2w 2 
hj = ( j ) ( 2 ) z ( l'l) 




(w2-2Z w+1) ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8 
w=Pj±j}l-Pj 2 
w2 +1 . 
( -Zl) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .- • • • • • • 2w 
= 2K 2 2 2 
( (l'T +1) -1) (1'1 +l_p ) 
2w 2w 1 
cw2+l_z ) 
• • 2w N+l 
2 
• • (i'T +l_p ) 
2w N l'T=P j ±j Jl-P j 
2 
(Pj-Zl) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (Pj-ZN+l) 
= 2K • (Pj-1) (Pj-Pl) •• (Pj-Pj-l) (Pj-Pj+l) •• (Pj-PN) 
(2-12) 
Since the nu.'!Ilber of factors 1'Ti th negative signs in the 
numerator and denominator are equal, the hj's are non-
negative. The same argument applies to K2• 
From O'Shea's work (2) the realization in the P domain 
for each term of 
(2-13) 
is shown in Figure 2-2 (a), (b), (c). Since the coeffi-
cients of corresponding terme in equations (2-9) and (2-13) 
9 
are equal, the realization in the "t'T domain for equation (2-9) 
·is also the same as shoitm in Fio:ure 2-2 (a) (b) · (c) 
F) ' ' • 
Thus the sufficiency condition has been established. 
Example 1: 
Synthesize a network having the follo't'rinp; driving~ 
point function: 
~------~ ~1 I 
-T 
2 
(a) Z(w) = k (w+l) 
I 2w 
or Z(P) = k1 (P+l) 
0 
(b) z ( 'I'J') 
(l+Pj) (1-Pj)T 
2h 2h 








2h 2h j + j 
P+l P-1 
Figure 2-2: The realization in the w domain and in the P 
domain for each term of equations (2-9) and 
{2-13). 
10 
Z(s) = (tanh ./S) ( tanh2 .{S + 4-) 2 2 • JS( tanh JS+l) (tanh v'S+9) 
(2-14-) 
Hal{ing the transformation in the l'T plane, 
Z(l·r) = Z(s) ./S(w2-l) = (1'r2+1) (l'r4-2t-r2+1) ( 5t·r4+6w2+5) 
2w l'l=e IS 21'1( 2N2+2) ( 10~·;r4 +16~>r2 + 10) 








2 1 2 16 16 
= (!!__::_) (-.....,.----
21<1 T/1?.-fii'-T+ 1 + w·2+ j2TJT+ 1 
Each term is realized as in Figure 
w 
+ 16 
\1-1 2 -.~'1+1 
obtain: 
w 




16 16 ) 
+ w2-jfw+l + w2+/fw+l • 
2-2, and thus the RC 
network realization for equation (2-14-) is shown in 
Figure 2-3. 
B. Single-valued Transfer-function· Synthesis Using an 
NIC and One-port RC NetTJrorks. 
Consider the circuit proposed by Yanagisawa (5) as 
shown in Figure 2-4. Analysis of the network yields the 
following voltage transfer function: 
(2-15) 
Analysis of the lf..ci.C net"t>ror1c transfer function in the 
P plane yields the properties of the single-valued voltage 
transfer function in the 't'T plane: 
11 
R=0.2195 R=l.28 R=0.095 R=0.183 
. /'1./\.r-· i ~ 
rB.~o. 32 · ---r=o.o457 ro.0237 
Z(s) 
R1C1=1 








Nl 2N2 2N2-l 
= K w (w +alw + •• +a2N2-1w+a2N?) 
2M 2M-l 
w +b1w + •• +b2M-1w+b2M 
where 
N1 + N2 = M 
a2N2 = 1 = b2M 
al = a2N2-l 




aK = a2N2-K 
Proof: 
b1 = b2M-l 




brc = b2H-K , 
Let the voltage transfer function 
2 +C p!l C(P) CO+Cl P+C2P + . . A(P) n 








A conclusion of O'Shea states that for stability considera-
tion, the degree of the nQ~erator be no greater than the 
degree of the denominator. 
Since 
w2+1 p = _ ........... 
2w C'(w) 
A(w) = A(P)lp w2+1 = '( ) 
2w D w 
) (d-n)( ( )n ( )n-1( 2 n-2 2 2 ( 2w Co 21•r +C 1 21'1 w +1) +C 2 ( 21>1) ('t'T +1) 
d d-1 2 d-2 2 2 n0 (2w) +D1 (2w) (w +l)+D2 (2w) (w +1) 
A(w) = 
+ .•• (2-20) 
• • 
+ •.• 
Compare equation (2-20) with equation (2-16): 
d - n = N1 , n = N2 , d = M 
and 
N1 + N2 = d - n + n = M 
Thi~ proves the property N1 + N2 = M • 
15 
The coefficient conditions are proved by the induction 
method. From equation (2-20), 
(2w)nC 1 (w) = c0 (2w)n + c1 (2w)n-l(w2+1) + •• + Cn(w2+1)n 
For n=1, 
(2w)C 1 (w) = c0 (2w) + c1 (w2+1) 
For n=2, 
( 2W) C 1 ( 't'T) = c0 (2w) 2 + c1 (2w)(w2+1) + C2(w2+1)2 
2C 2C +2C 2C 
= C2 (w4 + ~TJ + 0 Jw2 + ~~ + 1). 
c2 c2 c2 
Both of these cases satisfy the coefficient ~onditions. 
NoN assuming that these conditions are also satisfied 
for n=K, 
K K K-1 2 2 K ( 2't'T ) C 1 ( w ) = C 0 ( 2w ) + C 1 ( 2w ) ( w + 1 ) + . • + C K ( i·T + 1 ) . 
For n=K+l, 
( 2w) K + 1c 1 ( 1-r) 
= C (w2K + a w2K-1 + K 1 
( 2K 2K-1 
= CK i'T + a 1i'J' + •• 
+ a2n-lw + a2K) 
+ a 1w + 1) • 
2K 2K-l 
= en ( 't'T + a 1 v-r + • • + a 1 w + 1 ) ( 2w ) 
2 K+l 
+ CK+l(w +1) • 
By the synmetrical property of the binomial expansion of 
the (K+l)th degree term, this expansion adds the same 
magnitude to the coefficients of corresponding terms 
of the former part, and the coefficient conditions still 
hold true. This completes the proof. A similar proof is 
applicable to D'(w). 
For stability reasons the poles of A(l-1) must be ., 
restricted. A theorem Bourquin developed states that for 
the bounded input-bounded output stability of a system 
for which the transfer function is a rational function of 
a/S 
only w=e , when the degree of the numerator is not 
16 
greater than the degree of the denominator, it is necessary 
and sufficient that all poles of the transfer function occur 
within that region of the l'T plane bounded by e 1¢ f+j ¢ , 
w·here -1fS¢=arg(w·)51f, as shm-m in Figure 2-5. 
The synthesis procedure is substantially the same as 
in the lumped RC case except that it is in the w plane 
rather than the s plane. 
The degree of freedom in the choice of roots can be 
used to obtain a realization that provides the best com-~ · 
promise bet't,reen minimum difference of resistance values and 
minimum sensitivity of A due to the changes of poles in 
the w palne. 
The synthesis procedure is described as follows: 
Consider the transfer function specified in equation (2-16): 
N1 ( 2N2 2N2-l 
H l'l' +al w + • • +a2N2) • 
A{w) = K 2M 2M-l 
'N +b1w + • • +b2M 
Choose a polynomial Q(l'r) l'Ti th distinct complex conjugate 
roots of unity magnitude and of degree at least an even 










T divided by 't'i is a sinr;le-valued function of the complex 
frequency s. Let 
Q( ) T ( 2 2P 1) 
' i-1 = y 't'i - i w + , T'=>N+l (2-21) 
p ( 't'i) = Q ( i'i) 
( i'T) T-H • (2-22) 
Divide the numerator and the denominator of equation (2-16) 





N(w) + D(w)-N(w) 
P(w) P(1·1) 
• (2-23) 
Comparison of equations (2-23) and (2-15) suggests the 
following identifications: 
= N(w) 





= :L 1 
1=1 i'i2-2Pi w+l 




In equations (2-24) and (2-25) the various residues will 
be real and either positive or negative depending on the 
coefficients of H(i'i) and D(vr) and the choice of zeros of 
P(i'T). Thus the individual one-port realizations are 
obtained directly in ?oster form. 
Example 2: 
Realize the open-circuit volta0e ratio, 
2 2 





= (w2+l)(w-1) 2 (w+l) 2 
2w 
gives 
Ylb - Yla = N(w) = 
P(l·r) 
2 2 2~r(N-l) (i>r +4w+2) 
(w2+l)(w-1) 2(w+l) 2 
4w 2w 
- w2+1 -(l'r+l) 2 . • 
Hence, 
2w 
= ----(w+l)2 • 
Also, 
= 
D ( 't'r) -N ( i'T) 
P(w) 
Hence, 
y - 3w + ]t-1 
2b - (w+l)2 (w-1)2 • 
The distributed RC neti'rorl{ realization for Equation ( 2-26) 
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III. DOUBlE-VALUED FUNCTION SYNTHESIS OF NETHORKS 
F..A VING A PRESCRIBED THANSFER FUNCTION 
A. Double-valued Transfer Functions of s For Hhich the 
Transfer Function is a national Function of w=eafS 
Only. 
Since ttr=ea/s, this function is double-valued in s. 
For each value of s, 
s=rej ( 9+2n1T) 
' 
n=O, 1, 2, ••• , 
as sho~m in Figure 3-l(a) in the s plane. 
Since 
r:;:; j ( e +2nTT) 
s=l .... e 2 ' n=O, 1, 2, ••• , 
there are h·ro corresponding points in the (S plane for 
each point in the s Plane, as shown in Figure 3-l(b). 
_ j ( 9+2nn) 
Since w=eafre 2 n=O, 1, 2, ••• , 
there are two points in the w plane for each point in the 
s plane, as sho~m in Figure 3-l(c). 
The rational functions A(w) which cannot satisfy the 
requirements for the single-valued function defined in 
section II-B are classified as double-valued functions. 
B. Double-valued Transfer-function Synthesis Based on 
the v-r Transformation. 
In the double-valued transfer-function synthesis a 
distributed-lag element (DL), or a uniform distributed RC 
netw·ork ( UDRC) v-ri th matched terminations, is cascaded 
with a frequency invariant ~ain K. This combination, 
incorporated in a closed loop with positive and negative 
feedback as shmm in Figure 3~2, can be used as a basic 
21 
s plane jS plane 
(a) s plane (b) r(Splane 
w plane 
(c) w plane 
Figure 3-1: The transformation w=ea~ 
22 
network. The overall transfer function of the system is 
A(w) = K (3-1) 
which has a simple pole at ±K. 
The feedback systems used in this thesis may be 
diagra~~ed as shown in Figure 3-3. However, the transfer 
functions G23 or G34. either or both, may contain inner 




Realize the voltage transfer function 
A = w(w2+2) 
'liTJ+6w2+llw+6 • 
(3-3) 
Expand it in a factored form: 
A= 
w(w2+2) 







w2+2 A2 = -----. (w+2) (w+3) 
Expand A2 in a partial fraction expansion: 
6 11 
A2 = 1 + w+2 - w+J• 
Thus, the RC netw·ork realization for equation (3-3) is 





Figure J-2: Block diagram. for F("t·r)= _.1._ l'T:tK• 











,_______.I --~ I -
l-1 
w+l 




The w plane provides a convenient plane in which to 
synthesize a system for "t'Thich the transfer ftL"lction in w 
is rational. 
The function A(P), 1'Thich is a rational function of 
P, should be a single-valued function of s. The f~"lction 
A(w), which is a rational function of w, can be either a 
single-valued function or a double-valued fanction of s. 
26 
Based on the w transformation, thE transfer functions 
which satisfy the stability theorem can be synthesized as 
shown in section III-B. The decomposition of the numerator 
and denominator of the transfer function as presented in 
this paper is not unique, due to many possible choices of 
Q(w). A series of plots of frequency response in the c 
Appendix can be used as a reference to choose the optimum 
poles of A(w). 
The synthesis procedure for any double-valued driving-
' point function has not been covered. 
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APPEHDIX: 'I'HE PLOTS OF FREQUENCY TI.SSPONSE FOH 
I'TIAF8FER FUNCTIOPS HATIONAL IN ~·l 
For a rational transfer flmction 't'ihich satisfies the 
stability theorem it is sufficiently general to investigate 
1 the frequency response of F(w) = in order to determine 1-r-a 
the frequency response of A(w). 
The magnitudes of the frequency response of F1(w) = 
(1-a)(l-a*~ and Fz(w) = i•r(l-a)(l-a*) are plotted by choosing 
(H-a) (w-a* (l'r-a) (w-a*) 
several locations within the i'l-plane region of bounded 
input-bounded output stability, as listed in tables A-1 
and A-2. In Figures A-1 through A-13 the ordinate 
represents T1 ( = 20log10 jF1 (w >I ) . In Figures A-14 throught 
A-26 the ordinate represents T2( = 20log10 jFz(w)l ). The 
abscissa represents the real frequency in the logarithmic 
scale. 
f1r~ure pole pole magnitude be1n~ plotted 
nu."~J.ber angle I a J 
A- 1 180° 0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0;8.0;10.0;12.0;14.0;16.0;18.0;20.0;22.0; 
A- 2 165° 0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0;8.0;10.0;12.0;14.0;16.0; 
A- 3 150° 0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0;8.0;10.0;12.0; 
A- 4 135° 0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0;8.0;10.0; 
--
A- .5 120° 0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0;8.0; 
A- 6 105° 0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0; 
A- 7 90° 0.0;1.0;2.0;3.0;4.0; 
A- e 75° 0.0;1.0;2.0;3.0; 
A- 9 60° 0.0;1.0;2.0; 
-l-10 45a 0.0;1.0;2.0; 
A-ll 30# 0.00; 0.25;0.5.0;0.75;1.00;1.25;1.50; 
A-12 15° 0.00;0.25;0.50;0.75:1.00; 
A-13 00 0.00;0.25;0.50;0.75; 
Table A-1: List of pole magnitudesplotted for the frequency response of T1 • 
!\) 
co 
fi~ure pole pole magnitude bein~ plotted 
number an~le Ia I 
.. 
0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0;8.0;10.0;12.0;14.0;16.0;18.0;20.0;22.0; A-14 180 
A-15 165' 0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0;8.0;10.0;12.0;14.0;16.0; 
A-16 150° 0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0;8.0;10.0;12.0; 
A-17 135' 0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0;8.0;10.0; 
A-lR 120° 0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0;8.0; 
A-19 105° 0.0;2.0;4.0;6.0; 
A-20 90° 0.0;1.0;2.0;).0;4.0; 
A-21 75° 0.0;1.0;2.0;3.0; 
A-22 60° 0.0;1.0;2.0; 
A-23 45° 0.0;1.0;2.0; 
A-24 30° 0.00;0.25;0.50;0.75;1.00;1.25;1.50; 
A-25 15° 0.00;0.25;0.50;0.75;1.00; 
A-26 00 0.00;0.25;0.50;0.75; 










Figure A-1: Frequency response of T with pole angle ¢=180° 
1 
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Figure A-2: Frequency response of T1 with pole an~le ¢=165• 
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Figure A-3: Frequency response of T1 with pole angle ¢=150° 








Figure A-4: Frequency response of T1 with pole angle ¢=135° 
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Figure A-5: Frequency response of T1 with pole an~le ¢=120° 








Figure A-6: Frequency response of T1 i·ri th pole angle ¢=105 ° 
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Figure A-7: Frequency response of T1 with nole angle ¢=90° 







Figure A-8: Frequense response of T1 1-rith pole an~le ¢=75• 






Fip;ure A-9: Frequency response of T 1 't'Ti th pole angle ¢=60° 











Figure A-10: Frequency response of T1 l'Ti th pole angle ¢=45• 












Figure A-ll: Frequency response of T1 with pole angle ¢=30° 
in the w plane. 
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Figure A-12: Frequency response of T1 with pole angle ¢=15° 








Figure A-13: Frequency response of T 1 with pole angle ¢~o· 




































0 Figure A-14: Frequency response of T2 i'Ti th pole angle ¢=180 

















Figure A-15: Frequency_ response of T2 't'Ji th pole angle ¢=165° 






Figure A-16: Frequency response of T2 't'Ti th pole angle ¢=150° 
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Figure A-17: Frequency response of T2 ~Tith pole angle ¢=135 ° 





Figure A-18: Frequency response of T2 with pole angle ¢=120° 
in the 1-1 plane. 
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Figure A-19: Frequency response of T2 l'Tith pole angle ¢=105° 
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Figure A-20: Frequency response of T2 't'Ti th pole angle ¢=90 
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Figure A-21: Frequency response of T2 with pole angle ¢=75 6 
in the w plane. 










Figure A-22: Frequency response of T2 with pole angle ¢=60 
0 
in the w· plane. 
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Figure A-23: Frequency response of T 2 with pole a.np;le ¢=l~5 















Figure A-24: Frequency response of T2 with pole angle ¢=3~ 
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Figure A-25: Frequency response of Tz with pole angle ¢=15° 
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Figure A-26: Frequency response of T2 vri th pole angle ~==0° 
in the w plane. 
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